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Abstract

In this paper a concept of the chain state of particles with the same
charge is considered. The starting point for this concept is discussion
of evolution of a nonequilibrium distribution of components leading,
during its evolution, towards recovering the vacuum medium structure.
Considerations are carried out using concept of four-component vacuum
medium �. This medium is decomposable into two three-components
submedia a and b creating structure of electron and positron corre-
spondingly. One expects to appear the nonequilibrium distribution of
components as a result of motion of electron. In front of the moving
particle which consists of the component a, an excess of the component
b is produced as a result of its separation from a. Behind of the particle
a deficiency of the component b in structure of � appears as a result
of stopping a part of the rotating particle. Then, natural question is
related to ways of relaxation of an excess and deficiency of components
within the �-structure. Considerations have qualitative character. In
order to express evolution of components distribution one introduces
an one-dimensional model. Numerical examples illustrate dynamics of
processes. Stream state within the stable vacuum medium � is distin-
guished as a possible mechanism for transfer components at a distance.
Concept of the chain state of electrons or positrons is discussed. By
this concept a confinement hypothesis for three partons in proton is
suggested.

1 Introduction

Quantum mechanics arose almost hundred years ago as a succesfull theory
[1], [2], [5]. Main premises for mathematical modelling at that time was as-
sociated with behaviour of hydrogen atom and especially with its electronic
stationary states. Such a theory has been next generalized into nonstationary
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cases and into description of more complex atoms and molecules. However,
the stationarity had considerable impact on general mathematical form of this
theory. Probabilistic interpretation is in fact confirmation of fundamental role
of stationarity. Indeed, excited states of electrons in an atom are interpreted
to be in a state corresponding to a stationary orbit which can be changed
stochastically.

Quantum mechanics can be understood as a modification of classical me-
chanics. This is so since we have to do with quantization procedure which
transforms classical motion into motion associated with a wave function. This
step was very succesful and introduced a new quality in description of be-
haviour of particles. Main problems described by quantum mechanics at its
beginning have been related to atoms where stationarity considered as a fun-
damental aspect was useful.

However, with time, our expectations in relation to modelling of dynamics
on the most elementary level increase. In particular concept of stationarity
is not so useful for molecules as for hydrogen atom. Even in hydrogen atom
transition from excited state into ground state seems to be nonstationary in
its nature.

This fact is perhaps much more evident in molecules where form of poten-
tial generated by nuclei of this molecule is not so rigid as in hydrogen atom
and is also more extended in space. Then, it is difficult to expect that ex-
cited state of electron in a molecule corresponding to an eigenvalue of the
Schrödinger equation will maintain its orbit sufficiently long in order to have
well interpreted correspondance just to this egenvalue. Motion of excited elec-
tron in molecule seems to be more close to a nonstationary state. Such a fact
weaken status of stationary excited state as a starting point for description of
electronic structure in more complex conditions. By this probabilistic interpre-
tation of electronic motion seems to be considerably simplified step especially
in modelling of molecular processes.

It seems that Heisenberg uncertainty principle [3], [4] is an obstacle in
making a progress in modelling. This is probably so since such a principle is
interpreted frequently not only as a boundary for our technical possibilities in
measurement but also as a boundary for our thinking. The last point of view
seems to be not well justified. Our current technical possibilities in measuring
do not reflect whole physical reality. Let us notice that the quantum mechanics
is a linear theory. It means that this is rather a coarse approximation of a
real world which evidently has to be nonlinear. Selforgaization processes in
molecular structures leading to evolution of biological systems suggest that
nonlinear dynamics should be a fundamental property of our reality. Thereby,
the uncertainty principle which reduces possibility of measurement is probably
not an ultimate boundary even for measurement due to its relation to linear
theory. On the other hand, there is no reasons against modelling physical
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states in a speculative manner which are not experimentally accessible at this
moment.

Let notice that the quantum mechanics plays role of fundamental theory.
By this fact it is placed on the front of cognition of reality by mathemati-
cal description. As a result of this such a theory cannot be clearly referred
to other more fundamental theories. This creates difficulties in considering
and justification of many elementary assumptions. Above difficulties are well
characterized in paper [4].

Above discussion suggests that dynamics of particles described by quantum
mechanics is perhaps not sufficiently complex. It follows from its linearity and
too close relation to classical mechanics. The quantization procedure which
was succesful previously now seems to be main obstacle against introduction of
improvments in dynamics. Consequently, in order to improve quality of mod-
elling which is present in quantum mechanics a new theory should accentuate
to more degree role of dynamics. Then, the question is whether the new theory
should be a modification of quantum mechanics or should be a jump theory.
By the term ”jump theory” we mean that entirely new system of assumptions
should be made. However, in the last case all phenomena well modelled within
quantum mechanics should be also well modelled within the new theory.

In order to introduce more complex dynamics and especially nonlinear dy-
namics I have decided to consider a jump type theory with more fundamental
level for making assumptions than that one in quantum mechanics. Basis
for such a description is the four-component vacuum medium introduced in
[6]. Assumptions related to the vacuum medium allow us to obtain deeper
interpretation of the wave function.

Let us note that problem of deeper interpretation of the wave function has
been discussed in literature. Let us mention theories with hidden variables [7],
[8] or two-fluid interpretation of the wave function [9], [10].

Let us note also that modifications of the Schrödinger equation to a non-
linear equation is fequently discussed in literature. Let us mention for instance
[11], [12].

The four-component vacuum medium can be decomposed into two kinds
of new components a and b. If they are entirely separated from � and rotate
then they represent electron and positron respectively. A border between the
separated component a and �-medium is represented by a discontinuity surface
Sa. Motion of the electron is associated then with motion of this surface.

Separation of � into a and b has consequences manifested during motion
of the electron. In front of the discontinuity surface we have an excess of the
component b within the �-medium resulting from separation of b from a. On
the other side of the particle the component a without any � appears as a result
of stopping part of rotating particle by forces in the medium. Consequently,
the wave function of the moving particle is represented by the field {a, b, �}(X)
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which has to relax in order to recover the equilibrium vacuum medium struc-
ture expressed by the equation � = �0, where �0 corresponds to equilibrium
vacuum medium.

We have manifested in above disussion that within new theoretical ap-
proach modelling of dynamics of processes schould obtain a new quality. Sys-
tem of assumptions related to the four-component vacuum medium enables us
interpretation of dynamics on more elementary and consistent level of descrip-
tion. On the other hand, scale of modelling of processes is so small that in
fact we are not able to carry out experimets related directly to such a scale.
We have at our disposal results of experiments related to scale of individual
particles. Thereby, we are forced to do some speculative assumptions within
such a theory, for description of processes observed experimentally. Next we
estimate status of introduced previously assumptions by analysis of obtained
results.

How to estimate status of assumptions. Let us note that our brain has a
finite resolution. Thus, assumptions having simple with respect to this reso-
lution structure should have higher status. Assumptions which are obtained
as kind of mathematical consequences have rather lower status unless they
follow from several independent sources. Let us note that existence of possi-
bility of separation of components a and b is very simple with respect to brain
resolution. Then, assumption on existence of a critical value of electric inten-
sity field u corresponding to this separation has to have high status. Then,
assumption on critical value of u = u∗ on boundary of particle follows dis-
tribution of electric field intensity and by this enables us to interpret role of
charge and in particular, in this paper, to consider possibility of breaking of
charge conservation law.

Consequently, in this paper wy try to discuss qualitatively, and in pos-
sible simple form, possibility of catching new kind of dynamics by making
some speculative assumptions related directly to the four-component vacuum
medium. We concentrate our attention on description of the wave function
interpreted here as a nonequilibrium disturbation of the vacumm medium as-
sociated with partial separation of components. We introduce concept of the
chain state of particles with the same charge basing on discussion of evolution
of the nonequilibrium distribution of components. Importance of such a state
is accentuated by discussion of possible concept of three-parton confinement
in proton.

The first problem which should be discussed on the speculative way is to
characterize processes of the vacuum medium responsible for relaxation of an
excess or a deficiency of a or b within � towards recovering natural structure
of the vacuum medium. We have to do with a large number of possible ways
for speculation. This suggests that at this stage of considerations, we should
indicate levels for speculation by development of a system of notions associated
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with structure of the medium and next characterize consequences of introduced
assumptions using qualitative examples.

Consequently, the aim of this paper is to describe the relaxation processes
of initially nonequilibrium distributed components using one-dimensional mod-
els and indicate possible ways for introduction of speculative assumptions for
further development of the description. In the next stage the aim of this paper
is to introduce the chain state of particles with the same charge and to discuss
its importance. All this is discussed in order to elaborate model of more com-
plex dynamics associated with the wave function in comparison with that one
described by equations of the quantum mechanics.

2 Assumptions governing evolution of nonequi-

librium component states

We assume that the medium is composed of fourth components with densities
denoted by �v, �v̄, �w, �w̄ [6]. All they together create density � = �v + �v̄ +
�w + �w̄ of the medium with stable structure.

We introduce an orthogonal coordinate system X = {X1, X2, X3} in three
dimensional space. The term ”density” is related to amount of components
in a given volume defined by geometry introduced by the coordinate system.
The equilibrium state of the �-medium is characterized by an assumed value
� = �0.

The density � can be decomposed into the sum � = a + b, where a =
�v + 1

2
(�w + �w̄) and b = �v̄ + 1

2
(�w + �w̄) [6]. The four-component kind of

structure is motivated by Maxwell equations which exhibit a symmetry with
respect to electric and magnetic properties. However decomposition into a and
b is motivated by observed creation of particle - antiparticle system within the
vacuum medium.

Each component which is placed within � can be deformed separately. This
is expressed correspondingly with the help of deformation functions p = χp(X),
p̄ = χp̄(X), s = χs(X), s̄ = χs̄(X). As a result we can introduce the following
displacements: v = p − X, v̄ = p̄ − X, w = s − X, w̄ = s̄ − X which are
considered as small.

We assume furthermore that two pairs of the components are discriminated
by special interactions. Components within each pair are able to move with
respect to each other. Accordingly, we can reduce the number of variables by
introducing the new ones: u = v̄ − v and q = w̄ − w. At this moment it is
also assumed that v̄ = −v, w̄ = −w. Vectors u and q distributed in space
correspond to electric intensity field and magnetic induction field respectively.

We admit coexistence of a, b and � in a point of space. This means that
the vacuum medium has still stable structure represented by � which can be
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disturbed by an amount of components a or b. Taking into account possible
polarization of � manifested by u and q, the state associated with nonequilib-
rium distribution of components is expressed generally as {a, b, �, u, q}(X) for
sufficiently low energy.

First law which we postulate for describing evolution of nonequilibrium
distribution of components states that balance equations for amount of com-
ponents are satisfied. For one dimensional description they are expressed as

∂a

∂t
+

∂Ja

∂X
= ca , (1)

∂b

∂t
+

∂Jb

∂X
= cb , (2)

∂�

∂t
+

∂J�

∂X
= c� , (3)

where Ja, Jb, J� are effluxes of components a, b and � respectively and X = {X}
for the one dimensional case.

Equations of balance of energy are the law of the first rank in discussed de-
scription [2]. However, we discuss mainly multicomponent aspect of evolution
by the equations (1)-(3). Connections with balance of energy are viewed to
be expressed by forms of constitutive equations imposed on Ja, Jb, J� and are
not discussed here in detail. We neglect also effects of u and q on evolution of
components.

Interpretation of equations (1)-(3) is natural. Components a and b can
diffuse within �. We understand diffusion in a crystal structure. The question
is what mechanisms govern displacements of a and b taking into account our
concept of the medium.

Decomposition of � into a and b follows also assumption that a and b has
to attract themselves for an energy level in order to recover stable �-medium.
This suggests that a possible mechanism of translocation of an excessive b is
connected with the reaction b + {a�, b�} → {a�, b̄}+ b̄�, where � is interpreted
as {a�, b�} and b + b� = b̄ + b̄�, b = b̄�. Consequently, the element b which
is not bounded within � interchanges with the bounded element b�. Thereby,
we postulate transmission of an excess of b through an interchange of b with
components of stable vacuum medium.

We admit also a translation of b� between various elements of � under an
external pressure induced by an excess of b. As a result translation of b� is
possible without any observed change of component state characterized by
distribution of a, b and �. Discussed motion of component b� distinguishes a
new state within � which is called the stream state.

Summarizing, diffusion of an excess of b is realized by an interchange of b
with b� and induced by this a stream state of b�. In particular case we can
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admit the situation when a profile b(X) can vanish in one place and appear at
a distant new place as b′(X).

Introduced assumption distinguishes various states of b� within �. Thus,
we have bsm which is in a motion as a stream state and b� which is bounded
with a� in �.

In order to describe evolution of bsm we postulate that the balance of
amount of this component equation is valid and is expressed as

∂bsm

∂t
+

∂Jbsm

∂X
= cbsm . (4)

Concept of the stream state is equivalent to an assumption that a and b do
not diffuse directly. Then we have Ja = 0 and Jb = 0 in (1) and (2). Thus the
whole motion on larger distances is mediated by Jbsm. We assume also that
J� = 0 in equation (3).

Next problem is related to constitutive equations which has to be imposed
on Jbsm, ca, cb and c�. In order to determine them we should consider in
more detail properties of components. We introduce the following assump-
tions related to interactions between various elements of the vacuum medium
structure:
1. Elements of the a-medium attract themselves in a nonlocal way. The same
property is referred to the b-medium.
2. Arbitrary excessive state defined as �T > �0, �T = a + b + � induces an
excessive repulsion of all components. This interaction vanishes for �T ≤ �0.
3. We assume that a reduced amount of components �T < �0 induces interac-
tions which tend to recovering vacuum medium structure � = �0.

Above introduced assumptions are premises for constructing various kinds
of constitutive equations.

3 Evolution of an excessive amount of compo-

nents

Let us discuss evolution of an excess of b over � = �0. Then we have �T =
b+� > �0. This situation corresponds with an excess of b in front of the moving
electron. In such a case the wave function appears. Thereby we expect that
evolution of our b-profile should induce a component wave during its relaxation.

The component wave can appear only when the profile b induces a produc-
tion of a. Consequently, the profile b could freely diffuse into an homogeneously
distributed state or evolve through another path associated with production
of a and dynamical separation of a from b.

We have introduced three assumptions related to laws of evolution. In our
excessive state we consider nonlocal attraction of elements of the b-medium as
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well as an excessive repulsion towards relaxation.
We assume that nonlocal force acting on an element b(X) induced by other

elements of this medium is expressed by

Fb =
∫

K(Y − X)b(X)b(Y )dY , (5)

where K(Y − X) = K(Z) is antisymmetric with respect to Z.
Assuming that b(Y ) ≈ b(X) + ∂b

∂X
(Y − X) we obtain

Fb ≈ b2(X)
∫

K(Y − X)dY + b(X)
∂b

∂X

∫
K(Y − X)(Y − X)dY = CF b

∂b

∂X
.

(6)
Consequently, Fb represents nonlocal attraction if we assume that CF > 0.

We can expect that nonlocal attraction induced by the profile b can extract
some additional b from � and thereby also produce a. Consequently, this
production should depend on Fb. Appearing of new profile a also cooperate
in this extraction. Thus we assume that the production of components due to
this nonlocal attraction is given by

cNLa = cNLb = CNL(
∂a

∂X
− ∂b

∂X
) . (7)

We assume that CNL > 0 only for � > �S where �S < �0 is a saturation state.
For � < �S recovering vacuum structure interactions can stop production cNLa.

We have assumed Jb = 0 and Ja = 0 since transmission of excess of b
is realized by means of the stream states bsm. Then, in one place where an
excess of b exists, we have cb < 0. This initiates motion of a segment of
bsm in space, and at the end of this segment of bsm, cb > 0 which annihilate
them. In particular whole profile could vanish and appear in another place.
Then, the stable stream state happens and no cb �= 0 appears within interior
of each segment. However, the nonlocal attraction, it is expected, destabilizes
the stream state. Similar effect is due to the excessive repulsion. As a result
we postulate that cb is more gradually distributed in space. We assume that
corresponding parts of cb and ca are similar to diffusion terms and has the
following form

cDFb = − ∂

∂X
((CNLA − CER)

∂b

∂X
) (8)

and

cDFa = − ∂

∂X
((CNLA − CER)

∂a

∂X
) , (9)

where CNLA > 0 represents constant which is responsible for nonlocal attrac-
tion and CER > 0 is responsible for excessive repulsion. We assume that
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CER > CNLA for this energy level. As a result lowering of densities is a domi-
nant effect.

Lowering of an excess of b induced by excessive repulsion can now be real-
ized directly by a diffusional path of b and also by interactions between b and a
which lead to activation of production given by (7). Nonlocal attraction within
b and a and excessive repulsion cause dynamical separation of components a
and b as a possible way of lowering the excessive density.

We assume a hierarchy of rate processes. The most quick is production
cNLb and cNLa. Slower is dynamical separation. The most slow is diffusional
relaxation associated with cDFa and cDFb. Consequently, dynamical separation
is much quicker than diffusion.

We assume that separation is realized by a rigid translation of profiles.
Forces acting on profiles, as is postulated, are also related to nonlocal attraction
within a and b. Dominant component stronger attracts its own elements what
together with excessive repulsion induces separation forces. Accordingly, they
are assumed in the form

fa = CRG(
∂a

∂X
− ∂b

∂X
) , fb = −CRG(

∂a

∂X
− ∂b

∂X
) . (10)

Then, velocities of profiles are assumed as

vRa =

∫
Pa

fadX∫
Pa

adX
, vRb =

∫
Pb

fbdX∫
Pb

bdX
, (11)

where Pa and Pb are parts of domain corresponding to rigidly translated pro-
files. Formulas (10) and (11) lead to determination

cDSa = − ∂

∂X
(avRa) , (12)

cDSb = − ∂

∂X
(bvRb) . (13)

Summarizing, we have obtained that ca = cNLa + cDFa + cDSa and cb = cNLb +
cDFb + cDSb.

A numerical example illustrating above discussed process of relaxation for
the symmetric profile b is shown in Fig.1. Symmetry of profile b follows∫

fbdX = 0 and as a result also vRb = 0. Hierarchy of rate of processes
causes first production of a by ca determined by (7). Next rigid separation of
components associated with slower diffusional relaxation is realized.
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Figure 1: Evolution of an excess of b within �.
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4 Evolution of a reduced amount of compo-

nents

A part of the component a which rotates in particle state is stoped behind of
the moving electron and interacts with stable �-medium towards recovering of
the vacuum medium structure. This necessitates considering form of relaxation
of a state corresponding to a reduced amount of components. To this end we
discuss evolution of a profile of a which is placed within � with the conditions
� = �0 − 2a. Then, �T = a + � = �0 − a < �0. Thereby, we have here a
deficiency of the component b.

We expect that the profile a evolves towards maximal recovering of the
vacuum structure. We have not at our disposal any excess of b which could
compensate the lack of this component within a. Then, the maximal recovering
of the vacuum structure is expected by a homogeneous redistribution of b� from
existing profile of �.

Mechanism of redistribution of b� is associated with stream states. Then,
part of b� can be activated to motion by recovering interactions. The process
of recovering of � is described by equation (3) with J� = 0 or alternatively by

∂a�

∂t
= ca� ,

∂b�

∂t
= cb� , (14)

where ca� = cb� and c� = ca� + cb�.
Evolution of bsm enables providing b into a region of the a-profile. All

moving b we interpret as bsm. Whole production of � is associated with presence
of a and bsm at the same place. Therefore ca + ca� = 0 and ca� = ca�(bsm) with
condition ca� = 0 for bsm = 0.

We can imagine that in a point of space X, bsm(X) is generated by re-
covering interactions which induce cbsm �= 0. Next, whole segment of moving
bsm with the beginning at the point X goes towards interior of a. We as-
sume for simplicity that generation of bsm(X) creates noncoinciding segments
of bsm. This assumption could be accepted for low sufficiently density of bsm.
Then each end of the segment is associated with production of c�. Such con-
siderations are possible for conserved amount of component a only. Then,
annihilation of bsm is associated with appearing of free a = a� within �.

Taking into account above discussion we postulate evolution of a without
detailed considerations of evolution of bsm in this case. Thus, we assume that

ca = − ∂

∂X
(CREC

∂a

∂X
) . (15)

Consequently, the free relaxation of a in presence of deficiency of � tends
towards homogeneous distribution of a and � similarly as this is realized for
usual diffusion of a. Then, ca� = −ca induces additionally recovering of � in
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presence of moving bsm. However, in reality, we expect that there exists always
an amount of b which interact with a.

5 Evolution of an excessive-reduced distribu-

tion of amount of components

Evolution of an excessive amount of components discussed in Section 3 can be
modified by a presence, some distance off, a reduced amount of components
similar to that one discussed in Section 4. Then, unlike as in Section 4, the
presence of b enables full recovering of �. It is expected that in discussed case
evolution of b will not be the same as the free relaxation illustrated in Fig.1
but be modified by interactions with the a-profile. Consequently, we assume
in this section the case when b is in an excessive state similarly as in Section
3 and a appears some distance off and is accompanied by a deficiency of b as
in Section 4.

Modification of evolution of b is possible if we introduce into the model
propagation of interactions through � between profiles. We assume that these
interactions are realized by means of stream states. The motion of bsm is
induced by a force f� generated by a nonequilibrium component distribution.
We assume this force by means of the expression

f� = a + b + fREC , (16)

where fREC is a recovering force induced by deficiency of �.
We can consider two cases for evolution of our system of profiles. In the

first case b and a are far sufficiently. Then evolution of b has to be similar to
the case considered in Section 3. However for sufficiently close profiles which
can be characterized by f� and especially by fREC , the interaction of b with a
induces, as a dominant effect, diffusion of b directly towards a with recovering
�. The criterion for the last case can be expressed by CNL = 0 in the equation
(7) for f� < 0. Then, presence of fREC in f� can stop nonlocal extraction of b
from �.

The force fREC is generated by recovering vacuum structure interactions.
In case of distribution of a and � discussed here we assume this force in the
nonlocal form

fREC =
∫

KREC(Y − X)(�(Y ) − �0(Y ))dY , (17)

where KREC is a symmetric with respect to Z = Y −X and positive function
on a finite domain for � < �0.

By means of the assumed force the recovering interactions propagate within
� on distances larger than presence of the profile a and a deficiency of �.
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We assume that bsm is almost incompressible. Indeed, structure of � de-
termines a balanced amount of b� in correspondence with a�. Considerable
compression of b� is associated with production of an excess of b within the
� structure. Then, b� can be still considered as incompressible in presence of
the excess of b. However we admit a very small compression in order to trans-
mit forces by the b�-medium. This is expressed by the following postulated
dynamical equation

CV vbsm = CCbsm
∂

∂X
(bsm − bsm0) + f� . (18)

We assume that CC is very big for compression state when f� > 0. Then,
CV vbsm ≈ f� and rigid motion of bsm is realized. However, for f� < 0 when an
extension of bsm is continued, we have CC = 0. In this case we admit lowering
of bsm density which is associated with ca �= 0.

We assume that modification of the diffusional term cDFb expressed by
equation (8) takes place as a result of interaction with a and deficiency of �.
New modified cDFb is postulated by

cDFb = − ∂

∂X
((CNLA − CER)

∂b

∂X
) +

∂

∂X
(CRECbb

∂fREC

∂X
) . (19)

Evolution induced by cDFb is associated with conservation of amount of b.
The same property is associated with evolution induced by ca given by (15)
for a. However, recovering of � needs change of b and a into � what violates
conservation of amount of these components. We assume the case when a part
of b is transferred into bsm in place where an excess of b is present and next
appears, as a result of Jbsm �= 0, in the domain of the profile a, where is a
deficiency of b. Then, new bsm can be transferred into � in presence of a.

In order to realize such a process in our model we have to define new
cb = cTb which transform b into bbsm and satisfies the condition cTb + cbsm = 0.
We have assumed that this happens in a region T1 for which an excess of b is
present, f� < 0 and no a appears. The assumption f� < 0 means that fREC is
active in the region T1. In this case fREC compensates the part of f� induced
by b which is positive.

On the contrary to evolution induced by cDFb, cTb causes a change of a
total amount of b. Therefore we have to discuss also balance of bsm produced
by cbsm = −cTb.

We have assumed for realization of a numerical example cTb = CT ϕ(f�)b
2,

where CT < 0, ϕ(f�) > 0 for f� < 0 and ϕ(f�) = 0 for f� ≥ 0. Consequently,
level of f� decides on attraction of b into new region occupied by a by means
of produced bsm.

A simplified dynamical laws for bsm are assumed. First we consider the case
when a small region T2 is maintained for which � only exists. In this place bsm

is rigidly translocated into a region T3 where a appears. Possibility of such a
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rigid translocation follows from (18). We postulate that amount of bsm which
appears in the region T3 is determined by the formula

∂bsm

∂t
=

∫
(−cTb)dX∫
(�0 − �)dX

(�0 − �) . (20)

This means that the strongest deficiency of � attract the largest amount of
bsm.

Transformation of bsm into � in presence of a is postulated by means of cTa

and cbsm which satisfy the relations cTa = cbsm and cTa + ca� = 0. As a result
of this, recovering of � is described by the equation

∂a�

∂t
= −cTa . (21)

Evolution of profiles b and a is shown in Fig.2. We observe there decreasing
of amount of b on the left side of the Fig.2 and also decreasing of a on the
right side. As a result � is recovered.

We have assumed in discussed above numerical example that cTa is linear
with respect to bsm and is assumed by the formula cTa = CTAbsm, CTA < 0.
Consequently we have postulated laws for evolution of b different than that for
a what is due to various conditions in which they are considered.

The distribution of f� is shown at lower part of the Fig.2. Constants are
chosen in a way which allows to maintain a small region T2 between T1 and
T3.

6 Discussion of possible premises for further

modelling of the vacuum medium processes

A natural question is what we would like to attain by presented in this paper
kind of modelling. Our attention is concentrated around particular assump-
tions related to vacuum medium properties for scale smaller then size of par-
ticles. Just at such a scale elementary processes responsible for generation of
the wave function are modelled.

We tend towards introduction more complex dynamics than that one con-
sidered in quantum mechanics. Indeed, our wave function is now three-componenet
field. Furthermore, it depends on internal structure of particle since produc-
tion of an excess of b in case of electron, before the particle, depends on internal
dynamics of particle. We do not discuss here such an internal dynamics yet.
On the other hand various interactions between components also complicates
evolution of the wave function.

Summarizing, we see that discussed in this paper evolution of the wave
function is sufficiently complex in order to give full three-dimensional descrip-
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Figure 2: Evolution of an excess of b in presence of profile a placed within a
deficiency of �.
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tion immediately. Therefore we have chosen a way of gradual description by
introduction first a one-dimensional model and by this to suggest a qualitative
properties of evolution for the wave function.

Above discussion provides premisses for generalization of the description
into a three-dimensional model. Furthermore, we have at our disposal several
concepts on way of modelling constitutive equations. However, confrontation
of descriptions obtained on such a way with experiment needs also modelling
internal dynamics of particles. Thereby, by above discussion we propose a
program for modelling dynamics of elementary particles and especiallly the
electron based on the four-component vacuum medium.

7 Concept of the chain state of particles with

the same charge

Discussion of way of relaxation of nonequilibrium distribution of components
suggests existence of a new kind of interactions between particles with the
same charge which we call bellow the chain state.

Motion of particle consists in separation of components. In case of electron
the component b is removed from region of the particle and an excess of it
appears in front of the electron. This causes a nonequilibrium distribution of
components associated with dynamics of the particle.

Discussed in this paper description shows two ways for relaxation of simi-
lar nonequilibrium distribution of components discussed however without any
particle. The first one consists in direct moving of b towards a in order to
destruct the nonequilibrium distribution of components in a possible simple
and direct way which is shown in Fig.2. Presented there distribution of compo-
nents corresponds with presence of two electrons moving in the same direction
the second particle behind the first one. Then an excess of the component b
in front of the second particle goes towards the defficiency of b or an excess of
pure a behind the first particle. This kind of evolution seems to be the most
stable due to its simplicity.

In case of moving particle an excess of b before the particle is incessantly
supplemented. As a result we can discuss a stationary state in the context of
evolution presented in Fig.2. Such an evolution could also be interpreted as
corresponding to a ground state of electron in an atom in case of interaction
of electron with itself in a closed orbit.

The second way of evolution corresponding to the relaxation discussed
above is associated with waving (Fig.1). This can be discussed for free motion
of single particle. Then an excess of b is transferred into back of particle it
three-dimensional case having however waving especially in front of b. In case
of electron on closed orbit the waving could correspond with an excited state in
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comparison with direct transfer of b towards a as in the ground state discussed
previously.

We could expect that the state corresponding to Fig.2 in case of two mov-
ing electrons is very stable and could cause an attraction or an organization
between velocity and distance between interacting particles if we neglect elec-
trostatic repulsion. So direct evidence for existing such states suggests distin-
guishing them by means of
Definition We call that the set of particles with the same charge moving one
behind the another is in the chain state if each two succeding particles interact
in the way presented in Fig.2 and this interaction has considerable effect on
their dynamics.

Above definition indicates that by the chain state we understand the case
when the interaction between each two succeding particles consists in transfer
of excessive b of the second particle directly, on the possible simplest way,
towards deficiency of b behind the first particle. Considerable effect on their
dynamics means that particles coordinate valocities and distances in order to
create possible stationary transfer of components. It is expected that relation
between distance between particles and velocity in the stationary chain state
is expressed by

dCH = Φ(vCH), (22)

where Φ is an decreasing positive function of value of velocity of particles.
The question is when the chain state could be attainable. Undoubtedly,

effect of electrostatic repulsion between particles on their evolution has to be
reduced in discussed situation. The first example of such a case is a ground
state of electron in an atom, interpreted as a one particle chain state. Then
the electrostatic repulsion is reduced by presence of nucleus and closed orbit.

Perhaps chain states are attainable in molecules for larger number of elec-
trons. Then, reduction of the electrostatic repulsion could be attained by
conjugation of electronic processes with vibrational processes in order to in-
crease influence of nuclei for screening the electrostatic repulsion. Then, low
polarity of molecules would be expected. This is the case for hydrophobic in-
teractions [13]. Perhaps long range of these interactions [14] could be explained
by selforganizing chain state of a larger number of electrons.

We could also expect that three partons in proton [15] are in a three-
positron chain state. Then, very high velocity of particles induces large excess
of a in front of the positron. This high amount of a causes very strong at-
traction between positrons induced by process shown in Fig.2 and as a result
enables overcome the electrostatic repulsion. Let us notice that presence of
three partons in proton is very encouraging for discussing of such a concept.
Two positrons could interact too weakly due to large curvature of trajectory.
In case of three particles we can say that one particle is behind the another
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one and direct transfer of components is more realizable. Four positrons could
have difficulties with maintaining flat motion and should be unstable.

The resulting charge of proton for discussed here three-positron state should
be equal to charge of one positron. This fact violates the charge conservation
law. However, in the paper [16] distribution of electrostatic field in vicinity
of electron following from assumptions related to the four-component vacuum
medium is discussed. Then, the primary postulate corresponds to existence
of a maximal value of electric field which is possible in the vaccum medium.
Exceeding this value induces separation of components. Consequently, charge
is not a fundamental notion of the vacuum medium but is a consequence of
existence of uc = |uc| representing the maximal value of electric field.

The electic field takes finite value equal to uc = |uc| on boundary of the
electron. Multicomponent structure of the vacuum medium follows that electic
field in vicinity of electon is considerably more flat than this follows from the
Coulomb law and next tends to Coulomb type at larger distances from the
particle. As a result of this three very close electrons coud have almost the
same charge as single electron owing to fact that they have almost common
separation surface. Thereby, possible mechanism of breaking of the charge
conservation law during disintegration of proton is based on non-Coulomb
electric field of single positron and the chain state of three positrons in the
proton.

Let us notice that existence of the chain state of electrons in molecules can
considerably change theory of excited states. Then, excited states are not only
associated with more complicated waving within electronic wave function but
also with absorbtion of energy during increasing of velocity of possible chain
states as well as its amount with respect to number of electrons.

The formula (22) can be viewed as a starting point for determination of
a an attractor associated with electronic structure responsible for selforgani-
zation in molecules. Perhaps such a selforganization plays important role in
biological molecules. However, full description of such a situation needs consid-
erable improvment in modelling of electronic-nucleus interactions responsible
for their motion. Discussed improvments should take into account wave func-
tions for nucleus also considered with more complex dynamics following from
the four-component vacuum medium description. We can suspect that high
temperature superconductivity could have connections with electronic chain
states.

Role of the chain state seems also to be important since existence of three-
positron chain state in proton manifests that the chain state can overcome
electrostatic repulsion without any screening of charge. Thereby, we can sus-
pect that such a phenomenon can tend to be dominant in molecules for instance
and by this could be good candidate for being responsible for selforganization
processes in molecules.
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Summarizing, the concept of the chain state of electrons or positrons seems
to be encouraging to continue development of discussed in this paper approach
to modelling dynamical processes in the vacuum medium and stimulates for-
mulation of speculative assumptions.

8 Final remarks

In this paper we have proposed description of processes in the vacuum medium
which leads to more complex dynamics associated with moving charged par-
ticle than the dynamics described in quantum mechanics. First the dynamics
is nonlinear in its nature. Furthermore, the description is based on consistent
system of relatively simple assumptions related directly to the medium and
corresponding to interactions within the same component and between various
components. By means of introduced assumptions we obtain an interpretation
of the wave function deeper than that one introduced in quantum mechan-
ics. Furthermore, the wave function is now considered as three dynamicaly
changing fields.

Connections of above description with classical mechanics do not rest on
its modification. We have introduced a ”jump theory” which postulates de-
scription of dynamics independently and tries to attain effects which lead to
classical mechanics by approximations. Particular approximations are not dis-
cussed here yet. Some of them are already discussed in [6], [19] where status
of mass and mechanisms of particle motion have been discussed.

The question is whether this approach gives really a progress in descrip-
tion. In order to answer this question we should analyse results with respect
to aims which we would like to attain. First we try to consider excited elec-
tronic states as a nonstationary ones having a hope that nonstationary states
are more correct starting point for interpretation of electronic processes in
molecules. We have attained this aim. Indeed, at this moment an electron on
excited orbit represents waving which can evolve into fundamental orbit in a
nonstationary way described by laws governing interactions between compo-
nents. Thus, we are free from interpretation of electronic state by eigenvalues
of Schrödinger equation. Stochastic interpretation could be also introduced
parallely as accompanied by the nonstationary evolution. At this moment
transition to description of electronic states in molecules does not depend on
development of more complex nuclei potential than in an atom but depends
still on more elementary postulates created for intercomponent interactions.

The second advance in modelling is related to interactions between elec-
trons. We have obtained an additional interaction between charged particles
in comparison with quantum mechanics, which follows directly from postulates
on intercomponent interactions. This is the chain state of charged particles
with the same charge. The question is whether such a state really exists. It
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seems that disintegration of proton with breaking of charge conservation law
would be good confirmation. Let us note that indirect evidence for such a
disintegration is considered by interpretation of presence of positrons in neigh-
bourhood of supermasive black hole in center of our galaxy. Presence of these
positrons is discussed in [17], [18]. Possible interpretation of this fact based on
the four-component vacuum medium is given in [19].

Status of the chain state of charged particles notion is rather high since
several phenomena simultaneously have a chance to be well described within
this concept. Let mention as above, confinement hypothesis for partons in
proton, hydrophobic interactions, high temperature superconductivity or even
superfluidity. In the last case an unusual superfluid dynamics can follow from
dominance of electronic states over nuclei motion in case of low temperature.

Interpretation of excited states by means of the chain state is encouraging
in case of molecules. Indeed, we have then to do also with long living excited
states. In such cases, perhaps interpretation associated with the chain state
would be useful. Furthermore, unusual precision of processes in biological
cells such as for instance synthesis of proteins in rybosomes, perhaps needs
more rich description of excited states. Let us note that all processes in cell
are associated with energy supply in form of presence of ATP for instance.
Thus, enrichment of description associated with the chain state is perhaps
good proposition.

Summarizing, in my opinion, proposed concept of dynamics described within
four-component vacuum medium can be considered as an advance in compar-
ison with existing concepts of particle dynamics.
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